4	FEDERAL POLITY
internal political systems were not in any way impaired
by the Union. Only in their external dealings they became
one and in all international affairs they appeared as one
state under the same Sovereign. This sort of union
lasted upto the year 1707 when by the Act of Union* the
two states merged their internal sovereignty and for all
purposes they became one state. Article III of the Act of
Union stipulated " That the United Kingdom of Great Britain
be represented by one and the same Parliament to be styled
*	The Parliament of Great Britain'.   Articles  V-IX esta-
blished uniformity of Excise, Salt duties, and Land Tax.
Articles XVI-XVII   provided for the same standard of
Coinage,   and   Weights and Measures.    There was also
provision for keeping one seal for the two erstwhile in use*
In order to make the union perfect Article XXV provided
" That all Laws and  Statutes in either Kingdom so far aw
they are contrary and inconsistent with tho Terms of those
Articles, or any of them, shall, from and after  tho Union
cease and become void and shall bo so declared to be by
the respective Parliaments of the said Kingdoms"*   So the
two Parliaments so far sovereign in their respective King-
doms themselves resigned  their sovereignty into the hands
of a new one established to legislate for the United Kingdom*
Thus England and Scotland thenceforward ceased to bo
regarded as two distinct Kingdoms even in their internal
administrations.   This was a case of real Union and tho
result was the voluntary establishment of a unitary state.
A third type of union between two or more states
usually grows out of a temporary alliance, concluded for
specific purposes, political or economic. The result is a con-
federation. This is intended to be a permanent arrangement
and common institutions are established for tfce carrying
*	* Act For the Union of the two Kingdoms of England and Scotland
ffth March, 1706-1707, 6 Anne, cap. 11,
(Statutes of the Realm, Vol. viii, pp, 606-577),

